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Abstract. In ABox abduction, we are given a knowledge base together with an
ABox—the observation—that is not logically entailed by the knowledge base,
and are looking for another ABox—the hypothesis—that, when added to the
knowledge base, would make the observation entailed. This has applications in
explaining negative entailments and missing query answers, as well as in diagnosis. To get useful hypotheses, in signature-based abduction, we additionally
provide a signature of abducible names, and require the hypothesis to use only
names from that signature. In the variant we are considering, the hypothesis may
otherwise use fresh individual names, as well as complex concepts constructed
in arbitrary way using the names in the signature. It was recently shown that this
variant of abduction is in N2E XP T IME NP , and that hypotheses may require concepts that are of triple exponential size. We complement those results by showing
a matching N2E XP T IME NP lower bound, and show that in the worst case, hypotheses may also use a double exponential number of fresh individual names.
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Introduction

Since inferences performed by description logic reasoners can be complex, and real ontologies often contain 10,000s of axioms, explanations of description logic reasoning
has since longer been in the focus of research [26]. In particular for explaining positive entailments, that is, entailments that hold for a given knowledge base, there is a
plethora of research, mostly focused on using justifications [33,4,30,17], but recently
also on using proofs [1,2]. Explaining negative entailments, that is, entailments that do
not hold for a given knowledge base, has been less in the focus of attention. Here, common approaches are showing the user a counter example in form of a description logic
interpretation [5,3], or using abduction [29,23]. In abduction, one is given a knowledge
base and an observation, a formula that is not logically entailed by the knowledge base,
and is interested in finding a missing piece in the knowledge base that would make the
observation logically entailed, called a hypothesis for the observation. Abduction can
be used in different ways to explain negative entailments to ontology users [23,7,8] and
to repair missing entailments [34]. Another application of abduction is diagnosis: here,
the observation describes symptoms, for instance of a medical condition or a faulty machine [27,8], and the hypothesis is supposed to give a possible explanation for how the
symptoms came into place.
?
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To illustrate, we reuse a simplified example from [21] from the geology domain. The
observation is that the ground under a street has become unstable: {Unstable(street)},
and the background knowledge involves the following axioms:
1. EvaporiteFormation u ∃borders.(WaterWay u ¬∃lining.WaterProof)
v ∃affectedBy.Dissolution
2. EvaporiteFormation u ∃affectedBy.Dissolution v ∀above.Unstable
3. (Waterway t Street) u EvaporiteFormation v ⊥
4. Waterway(canal)

5. Street(street),

These state: 1. an evaporite formation bordering to a waterway without waterproof lining is affected by dissolution; 2. if an evaporite formation is affected by dissolution,
then everything above it is unstable; 3. waterways and streets are different from evaporite formations; 4. canal is a waterway and 5. street is a street. A meaningful hypothesis
could then be the following, which uses e as a fresh individual referring to a possible
unknown formation under the street, as well as the complex concept ∀lining.⊥:
H = { EvaporiteFormation(e), above(e, street),
borders(e, canal), ∀lining.⊥(canal) }
Depending on whether observation and hypothesis consist of concepts, facts, terminological axioms or knowledge bases, one distinguishes between concept abduction [6],
ABox abduction [9,8,32,31,7,12,10,16,19], TBox abduction [11,34,15,14], and knowledge base abduction [24,13]. In this paper, we focus on ABox abduction, where, as in
the above example, both the observation and the hypothesis consist of a set of facts
about some set of individuals, a variant especially suited for diagnosis and for generating counter examples as in [23].
To avoid trivial answers (such as the observation itself), usually, the abduction problem is specified with additional constraints on the hypothesis. Those may be purely of
logical nature [13], or based on syntactic properties. For instance, in [11], the user
specifies syntactical patterns of axioms that the hypothesis must conform to. Another
approach is to fix a finite set of abducible axioms—either directly as part of the input [31,8], or indirectly by posing strict conditions on the shape of axioms, such as
being flat ABox assertions using only names and individuals from the input [32,10].
However, such a restriction might not be feasible in applications where we do not know
the exact shape of the axioms we are looking for, for instance because they involve unknown individuals or complex concepts as in the example above. Another approach is
to instead specify a set of abducible names or predicates, from which hypotheses can
then be constructed in arbitrary fashion using the constructors of the respective description logic. In the context of diagnosis, this set would contain names that are connected
to causes of symptoms rather than the symptoms themselves, specific terms rather than
generic categories, and possibly describing aspects that can be verified to check the hypothesis. In the example above, examples for names that would not be included would
be Unstable (because it is about the observation, not about the cause), Waterway and
Street (because we know all waterways and streets in the area), affectedBy and Dissolution (because they are too unspecific, and we are not looking for the processes, but
the objects that caused the street to become unstable.)
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This form of abduction, which we call signature-based abduction, has been theoretically investigated for DL-Lite in [7], and for more expressive DLs in [21]. There
is also a practical implementation for signature-based ABox abduction [9] and one for
signature-based KB abduction [24]. These two practical implementation reduce abduction to uniform interpolation via (extensions of) the tool L ETHE [20], which can lead to
triple exponentially large solutions [25]. As shown in [21], this is indeed in theory unavoidable. However, some crucial questions were left open in [21]: for the corresponding decision problem whether there exists a hypothesis for a given abduction problem,
using ALC as description logic and allowing for both fresh individuals and complex
concepts in the hypothesis, only an upper bound of N2E XP T IME NP is provided, while
the lower bound is left open. Furthermore, for the number of fresh individuals one may
need to introduce in the worst case, also only an upper bound was developed. In this
paper, we show that those bounds are indeed tight, by proving that the general version
of the signature-based ABox abduction problem for ALC is N2E XP T IME NP -complete,
and that hypotheses for those problems may require a number of fresh individuals that
is double exponential in the size of the abduction problem.

2

Preliminaries

We recall the description logic ALC and define the signature-based ABox abduction
problem formally.
Let NC , NR and NI be pair-wise disjoint, countably infinite sets of respectively concept, role and individual names. A signature is a finite set Σ ⊆ NC ∪ NR . Concepts are
then built according to the following syntax rule, where A ∈ NC and r ∈ NR :
C := > | ⊥ | A | ¬C | C t C | C u C | ∃r.C | ∀r.C
A TBox is a finite set of general concept inclusion axioms (GCIs) of the form C v D
and concept equivalence axioms of the form C ≡ D, where C and D are concepts. An
ABox is a finite set of concept assertions of the form C(a) and role assertions of the
form r(a, b), where C is a concept, r ∈ NR and a, b ∈ NI . A knowledge base (KB) K
is a union of a TBox and an ABox, and thus generalises both notions. The contents of a
KB are called axioms. For a concept/axiom/KB E, we denote its signature, that is, the
concept and role names that occur in E, by sig(E).
The semantics of KBs is defined in terms of interpretations. An interpretation I is
a tuple h∆I , ·I i of a countable but possibly infinite domain ∆I and an interpretation
function ·I that assigns to each individual name a ∈ NI a domain element aI ∈ ∆I ,
to each concept name A ∈ NC a set AI ⊆ ∆I , and to each role r ∈ NR a relation
rI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I . The interpretation function is extended as follows to concepts:
>I = ∆ I

⊥=∅

(C u D)I = C I ∩ DI

(¬C)I = ∆I \ C I

(C t D)I = C I ∪ DI

(∃r.C)I = {d ∈ ∆I | there is hd, ei ∈ rI s.t. e ∈ C I }
(∀r.C)I = {d ∈ ∆I | for every hd, ei ∈ rI we have e ∈ C I }.
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Such an interpretation I satisfies an axiom α, in symbols I |= α if α = C v D and
C I ⊆ DI , α = C ≡ D and C I = DI , α = C(a) and aI ∈ C I , or α = r(a, b) and
haI , bI i ∈ rI . If I satisfies all axioms in a KB K, we write I |= K and call I a model
of K. If a KB K has no model, we say it is inconsistent and write K |= ⊥. If an axiom α
is satisfied in every model of a KB K, we write K |= α and say α is entailed by K.
We are now ready to define the signature-based ABox abduction problem for ALC.
Definition 1. A signature based ABox abduction problem is given by a tuple A =
hK, Φ, Σi of a KB K called the background knowledge, an ABox Φ called the observation, and a signature Σ of abducible names, for which we want to determine whether
there exists a hypothesis H, which is an ABox that satisfies the following conditions:
A1 K ∪ H 6|= ⊥,

A2 K ∪ H |= Φ, and

A3 sig(H) ⊆ Σ.

Intuitively, the hypothesis should not contradict what we know (Condition A1), it should
be sufficient to explain the observation (Condition A2), and it should only be constructed using the abducible names (Condition A3). Apart from that, we put no further
restriction on H: it may use individual names that occur neither in K nor in Φ (fresh individuals), and it may contain assertions C(a) where C is a complex concept, arbitrarily
composed using the constructors of ALC and the names in Σ.
Regarding the corresponding decision problem, the following was shown in [21]:
Theorem 1. Existence of hypotheses for signature-based ABox abduction problems is
in N2E XP T IME NP .
However, a corresponding lower bound was not yet provided, which is the contribution
of this paper. In addition, [21] provided the following bounds on the size of hypotheses.
Theorem 2. There exists a family of signature-based ABox abduction problems for
which every hypothesis is of size triple exponential in the size of the problem. Furthermore, for every signature-based ABox abduction problem, if there exists a hypothesis,
then there exist one that is of size at most triple exponential in the size of the problem.
The family of abduction problems used for the lower bound is such that only a single
assertion is needed for the hypothesis. Therefore, an open problem remained how many
fresh individuals may be required in a hypothesis. Inspection of the proof used for the
upper bound of Theorem 2 gives at least an upper bound for this.
Theorem 3. For every signature-based ALC-ABox abduction problem, if there exists
a hypothesis, then there exist one that uses a number of fresh individual names that is
at most double exponential in the size of the abduction problem.
Proof. This is a consequence of the following lemmas from [21]: 1. every hypothesis
can be converted into a so-called hypothesis abstraction (Lemma 1), 2. every hypothesis
abstraction can be restricted to refer to at most double exponentially many individual
names (Lemma 2), and 3. those bounds are preserved when translating the hypothesis
abstraction back into a hypothesis (Lemma 3).
t
u
We will also show that this bound is tight: in our reduction, we create a class of
signature-based abduction problems whose hypotheses always need a double exponential number of fresh individuals.
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Overview of the Reduction

To prove hardness for N2E XP T IME NP , we provide a reduction from the word problem
for non-deterministic, double exponential Turing machines with NP oracle. Specifically,
given such a Turing machine M and a word w, we will construct an abduction problem
AM,w in polynomial time s.t. M accepts w iff there exists a hypothesis for AM,w .
The individual names in this hypothesis will be organised into a N × N × N -cube,
n
where N = {0, . . . , 2n · 22 }, and n is polynomial in the size of w. That is, for every
hx, y, zi ∈ N × N × N , there will be a corresponding individual ax,y,z . The individuals
on one side of the cube, that this, those of the form ax,y,0 , will encode an accepting
configuration history for the Turing machine. The remaining individuals supply the
“guessing space” for the oracle via the models of the hypothesis. Specifically, for a
fixed y, the individuals ax,y,z will be such that they cannot possibly encode a successful
computation history for the oracle in any model of the hypothesis and the background
knowledge.
Our abduction problem is composed of different components, that we define as
separate abduction problems:
1. we reuse a construction from [21] to obtain three double exponential counters;
2. those are used to create the different individuals for all coordinates in N × N × N ;
3. we then enforce that every hypothesis forms a cube in which every coordinate is
represented by exactly one individual;
4. finally, we make sure that hypothesis corresponds to a computation history of the
Turing machine as described above.

4

The Double Exponential Counters

We encode numbers with 2n bits using chains of 2n individuals, where each individual
is an instance of the concept name Bit if it represents a bit with value 1, and otherwise
an instance of ¬Bit. An abduction problem that exactly provides this is constructed
in the proof for Theorem 5 in [21,22] to show the triple exponential lower bound on
the size of hypothesis with complex concepts. This abduction problem is of the form
Ac = hKc , Goal(a), Σc i, where {r, Bit, B} ⊆ Σc . Kc is such that, for any individual
name b, the only way to entail Goal(b) using only names from Σc is by enforcing that
every path of r-successors starting from b encodes a 2n -bit counter as required, starting
n
from a value of 22 − 1 and counting down to 0, ending at an individual satisfying B.
(The construction also increments this counter along another role s, which is however
not relevant for our purposes here.) This also means that no such path can contain any
n
cycles or shortcuts before reaching the instance of B after 2n · 22 r-successors.
We will need three such double exponential counters, for which purpose we rename
all names in Ac to obtain the three signature-disjoint variants Ax = hKx , Goalx (a), Σx i,
Ay = hKy , Goaly (a), Σy i and Az = hKz , Goalz (a), Σz i. Specifically, these use now
roles rx , ry and rz to connect the individuals in the counting sequence, the concept
names Bitx , Bity and Bitz for the respective bit values, and Bx , By and Bz to mark
the end points of the counters. All counters count backwards: that is, they start at the
maximal value, and then step-wise decrease along the role-successors.
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Creating the Coordinates

To generate all coordinates in our cube, we now need to connect those abduction problems appropriately. Specifically, we need the counter for a coordinate d ∈ {x, y, z}
to start not only at the individual name a (the root of the cube), but also at any other
individual name along the corresponding side of the cube.
For d ∈ {x, y, z}, we use a concept name Maxd to mark individuals that are at the
beginning of the sequence for the d-counter (specifically: at the last bit of the maximal
counter value). This is established using the following axioms:
l
∀re .Maxd u ∀rd .¬Maxd
Maxd (a)
Maxd v
e∈{x,y,z}\d

l

¬Maxd v

∀re .¬Maxd

e∈{x,y,z}

Intuitively, the counter for the coordinate d should be initialised at all points where
Maxd is satisfied. However, we cannot initialise the counters directly, but need to use the
respective abduction problem. Here, we use that Goald (b) is only entailed for individual
names b from which every path along rd corresponds to a double exponential counter
for d. To make sure all counters are initialised at the right positions, we use another
concept name AllStarted that requires that all reachable individuals that satisfy Maxd
also satisfy Goald . Recall that every counter for d reaches its end at a domain element
satisfying B.
Bx t By t Bz v AllStarted
l

l

∃rd .(AllStarted u (¬Maxe t Goale )) v AllStarted

d∈{x,y,z} e∈{x,y,z}

The concept name Coords now requires all counters to have started:
AllStarted u Goalx u Goaly u Goalz v Coords.
Set Kcoord to be the union of Kx , Ky , Kz and these new axioms. The abduction problem
Acoord = hKcoord , Coords(a), Σx ∪ Σy ∪ Σz i
now produces the required counters in its hypotheses, reachable by the corresponding
paths of rx , ry and rz -successors.

6

Enforcing the Grid Shape

So far, our abduction problem would still allow for a solution with just a single individual, which would produce the counters using a complex concept. This changes with
the next extension, which makes sure that hypotheses need to use a number of fresh
individuals that is double exponential in the size of the input, and that those individuals
are organised into a three-dimensional grid via the three roles rx , ry and rz . Rather than
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enforcing this grid shape directly, we define a concept to detect whether a hypothesis is
not of the desired grid shape, and then require for the observation to be entailed that the
root individual is not an instance of this concept.
For every two d, e ∈ {x, y, z} st. d 6= e, we add the following axiom
NonSquare v ∃rd .∃re .D u ∃re .∃rd .¬D,
NonSquare is only satisfiable by domain elements for which there is a path along rd -re
that ends in a different domain element than a path along re -rd . As in an interpretation,
there may be more rd and re successors than specified in the ABox, we use the following axioms to make sure NonSquare cannot be satisfied by an individual in an ABox
in which the next two rd and re -successors form a square.
∃rd .D ≡ ∀rd .D

∃re .D ≡ ∀re .D

∃rd .∃re .D ≡ ∀rd .∃re .D

∃re .∃rd .D ≡ ∀re .∃rd .D

The only way to entail ¬NonSquare(b) for an individual b, and without using D or
NonSquare, is now by providing an rd -re -path and an re -rd -path that both end on
the same individual, and thus by creating one cell of a grid. Next, we define the concept NonGrid to detect appearances of NonSquare anywhere on a path between the
root element and the end of our paths marked by the concept names Bx , By and Bz .
Specifically, for all d ∈ {x, y, z}, we add:
NonGrid v ¬(Bx t By t Bz ) u (NonSquare t ∃rd .NonGrid)
∃rd .¬NonGrid v ∀rd .¬NonGrid
The first axiom ensures that, if a domain element is in NonGrid, then there must be a
path to some element in NonSquare that does not go through Bx t By t Bz . Together
with the first axiom, the second axiom makes sure that, once one path fails to satisfy
NonGrid at some point, all predecessors will fail to do so as well, unless NonSquare
is already satisfied. Consequently, to satisfy ¬NonGrid, we have to ensure that on all
paths, ¬NonSquare remains satisfied before the paths reach Bx t By t Bz . The only
way to do so is by organising the role successors into a grid as required.
The final axiom to be added is the following:
Coords v NonGrid t Grid
Every instance of Coords is either in NonGrid or Grid. To entail Grid(a), we need to
entail Coords(a) and ¬NonGrid(a), which is only possible by having all coordinates
organised into a cube.
Denote the resulting KB with all axioms mentioned until now by Kgrid . Our abduction problem for this section is defined as Agrid v= {Kgrid , Grid(a), Σx ∪Σy ∪Σz }. As
now every hypothesis needs an individual for every coordinate in the cube, we obtain
the following theorem.
Theorem 4. There exists an unbounded family of ALC ABox abduction problems such
that every hypothesis uses a number of fresh individuals that is at least double exponential in the size of the abduction problem.
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Encoding the Turing machine

It remains to encode the Turing machine to finish the reduction. Let
Mo = hQo , Σo , Γo , ∆o , qo0 , b, Fo i
be a non-deterministic Turing machine with states Qo , input alphabet Σo , tape alphabet Γo , transition relation ∆o ⊆ (Qo × Γo ) × (Qo × Γo × {−1, +1}), initial state qo0 ,
blank symbol b and accepting states Fo . We assume that there exists a polynomial p
such that for input words w, Mo stops after at most p(|w|) steps. Furthermore, let
M = hQ, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , q? , b, F, Mo i
be a non-deterministic Turing machine that uses Mo as oracle, where Q is the set of
states, Σ the input alphabet, Γ the tape alphabet,
∆ ⊆ (Q × Γ × Γo ) → (Q × Γ × Γo × {−1, +1})
the transition relation that now operates on two tapes (the work tape and the oracle tape),
q0 the starting state, q? the oracle query state, q− the oracle answer state, and F the set
of accepting states. The definition of runs and accepting runs is as usual, however, for
convenience, we define it with two differences: 1) our tape head is always on the same
position for the work tape and the oracle tape, and 2) when in the oracle state, the Turing
machine M goes into state q− if the oracle rejects the current content of the oracle
tape, and otherwise M rejects the input (instead of going into a special state reserved
for positive query answers). That 1) is without loss of generality can be seen using a
standard trick for reducing multi tape machines to single tape machines: specifically, to
simulate a different tape head for the oracle tape, we introduce a “marked” tape symbol
γT for every tape symbol γ in the original TM, and use those marked symbols to mark
the virtual position of the head on the oracle tape, and similarly for the work tape. In
order to move the two tapes in different positions, we just move back and forth between
the cells on the tapes that are marked in this way. This is possible with only quadratic
time overhead.
For Difference 2), we use the following argument: assume we have a Turing machine that, based on the result of the oracle, would go either into a state q+ (if the oracle
accepts) or into a state q− (if the oracle rejects). We can simulate this behaviour with
our type of Turing machine by first guessing the result of the oracle. If we guess for
a positive answer, we verify it without the oracle (since the Turing machine is nondeterministic), if we guess for a negative answer, we use the oracle to verify this.
We assume that there is a polynomial q s.t. for words w on the input, M stops
q(|w|)
after at most 22
steps, that is, it accepts a language in N2E XP T IME NP . Fix one
such input word w. We choose our n used in the previous sections s.t. n ≥ p(q(|w|)),
this way ensuring that n bounds the length of accepting runs, as well as the maximal
length of the tape content, both for M and the oracle machine Mo . Our reduction will
now proceed in such a way that for the resulting abduction problem, every hypothesis
will encode a successful run on the side of the cube for which the z-coordinate is 0:
specifically, we will represent the content of the two tapes of M along the x-axis, and
succeeding configurations along the y-axis.
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For convenience, we assume Q, Γ , Qo and Γo to be pairwise disjoint, and Q ∪ Γ ∪
Qo ∪ Γo ⊆ NC , so that we can identify states and tape symbols directly with concept
names. We however need to make sure that every domain element can represent at most
one state and tape symbol at a time:
q u q0 v ⊥

for every q, q 0 ∈ Q, q 6= q 0

0

0

γuγ v⊥

for every γ, γ ∈ Γ, γ 6= γ

γo0

γo , γo0

γo u

v⊥

for every

(1)

0

∈ Γo , γo 6=

(2)
γo0

(3)

The input word w = w0 . . . wm is encoded as follows:
w0 (a), rx (a, a1 ), w1 (a1 ), rx (a1 , a2 ), . . . , wm (am ), rx (am , am+1 ), b(am+1 )

(4)

To make sure the blank symbol is propagated along the available space on the tape,
we use the following TBox axiom. Recall that Maxy and Maxz are satisfied on all
individuals where the y and z-counters are initialised, and Bx at the end of the counting
sequence along rx .
b u Maxy u Maxz u ¬Bx v ∀rx .b

(5)

We represent the current state on every node in the grid, and mark the position of the
tape head with a special concept name Head:
Head(a)

(6)

Maxy u Maxz v q0

(7)

This completes the encoding of the initial configuration.
We further make sure that also on the other configurations, every individual along
the x-axis gets assigned the same state q ∈ Q:
q ≡ ∀rx .q

(8)

and that at most one individual satisfies Head. For the latter, we use the concept
LeftOfHead to mark individuals left of the head. q ∈ Q:
q ≡ ∀rx .q
(Maxx u ¬Head) v LeftOfHead
LeftOfHead v ∀rx (Head t LeaftOfHead)
Head v ¬LeftOfHead u ∀rx .(¬Head u ¬LeftOfHead)
¬LeftOfHead u ¬Head v ∀rx .(¬Head u ¬LeftOfHead)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

The transitions that do not use the oracle are encoded using the following TBox
axioms. For every q ∈ Q \ (F ∪ {q? }), γ ∈ Γ , γo ∈ Γo :
∃rx .(q u Head u γ u γo )
(14)
G
v
∀ry .(Head u q 0 u ∀rx .(γ 0 u γo0 ))
(15)
hhq,γ,γo i,hq 0 ,γ 0 ,γo0 ,−1ii∈∆
G
t
∀ry .∀rx .(γ 0 u γo0 u q 0 u ∀rx .Head) (16)
0
0
0
hhq,γ,γo i,hq ,γ ,γo ,+1ii∈∆

γ u ¬Head v ∀ry .γ

(17)

γo u ¬Head v ∀ry .γo

(18)
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The following axioms now propagate the acceptance back to the root, so that we can
require it for the observation to be entailed. Here, we use a fresh concept name Accept.
G
q v Accept
(19)
q∈F

∃ry .Accept v Accept

(20)

∃rx .Accept v Accept

(21)

Our signature ΣT,w for the final abduction problem is defined as
ΣT,w = Σx ∪ Σy ∪ Σz ∪ Q ∪ Γ ∪ Γo ∪ Head

(22)

It remains to encode the oracle. While we want the run of M to be represented in
the hypothesis, we cannot do the same for the oracle, as we need to quantify over all
possible runs (and ensure that none of them is accepting). We thus use a fresh concept
name γo∗ for every γo ∈ Γo , since Γo is already used in ΣT,w . The following axioms,
for every γo ∈ Γo , copy the information from the oracle tape to the input tape of the
oracle machine, when the oracle is queried:
q? u γo v γo∗ .
Similarly, we use a concept name Tape∗ outside of the signature ΣT,w for the tape
positions of the oracle machine. The following axiom ensures that the head of the oracle
tape is always at the left-most position at the beginning:
Maxx u Maxz v Tape∗
Except for axioms 14–16, the rest is encoded using the same axioms as in 7 – 18,
however with the role ry replaced by rz , Tape replaced by Tape∗ , the tape alphabet
now using the names γo∗ instead of γo , and of course all states and transitions now
referring to the Turing machine Mo .
To detect whether the oracle is rejecting, instead of the axioms 14–16, we represent
the transitions as follows for every q ∈ Qo \ Fo and γ ∈ Γo .
G
∃rx .(q u Head∗ u γ ∗ ) v
∀rz .(Head∗ u q 0 u ∀rx .(γ 0 )∗ )
hhq,γi,hq 0 ,γ 0 ,−1ii∈∆o
G
t
∀rz .∀rx .((γ 0 )∗ u q 0 u ∀rx .Head∗ )
0
0
hhq,γi,hq ,γ ,+1ii∈∆

t Reject
∃x.Reject v Reject
∃z.Reject v Reject
Those state that, if every computation path in Mo ends in a dead end that is not an
accepting state, then in every model, Reject will be satisfied by the domain elements
that represent the beginning of the computation.
Finally, we connect both components, the encoding of the Turing machine M and
the encoding of the Turing machine Mo , by introducing a concept name OracleChecked
that is satisfied if on every configuration between the accepting configuration and the
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initial configuration, either there is no oracle call (¬q? ), or there is an oracle call (q? ),
the oracle rejects, and the next state is q− .
G
q∈F

q v OracleChecked

¬q? u ∃ry .OracleChecked v OracleChecked
q? u Reject u ∃ry .(OracleChecked u q− ) v OracleChecked
To complete the construction, we add the following GCI:
Accept u OracleChecked u Grid v Observation
Denote the knowledge base consisting of all axioms shown so far by KT,w . The
final abduction problem is now the tuple AT,w = hKT,w , Observation(a), ΣT,w i.
Lemma 1. There is a hypothesis for AT,w iff T accepts w.
Together with the upper bound from [21], we thus obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Signature-based ABox abduction in ALC is N2E XP T IME NP -complete.
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Conclusion

One conclusion one could draw from the high complexity is that it may make sense
to look into more restricted variants of ABox abduction, such as flat ABox abduction,
where complex concepts are not allowed in the hypothesis: here hypotheses can get at
most exponentially large, and the decision problem (for ALC) is only CO NE XP T IMEcomplete [21]. On the other hand, especially in the context of description logics, it is
often observed that high theoretical complexity results do not mean that there cannot be
implementations that work well in practice: for instance, reasoning in SROIQ, the DL
underlying the web ontology language standard OWL, is N2E XP T IME-complete [18],
while modern optimised DL reasoners process even large OWL ontologies in practice [28]. An example more related to signature-based abduction is uniform interpolation, which for ALC may also lead to triple exponentially large ontologies [25], while
systems like L ETHE [20] and FAME [35] can often successfully compute uniform interpolants of realistic ontologies in practice.
The current prototypes for signature-based abduction for ALC [9,24] performed
reasonably well in an evaluation on real ontologies, however, they do not introduce
fresh individual names. Instead, the more general approach in [24] uses additional DL
constructors like inverse roles and nominals to express connections between named
individuals. Arguably, the results of abduction would become more user friendly if
they would use fresh individual names instead. An approach could be to first compute
hypotheses with those systems, and afterwards simplify concepts by introduction of
fresh individuals. The results in this paper indicate however that this could turn out
challenging in practice, as the number of those individuals may become large in theory.
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